
 
The Tower of Hanoi 

A Play in 2n Acts 
 
Starring:  

John Kaefer , Daniel Clark , Joel Hudson ,  

Aining Wang  Eric Schurr   , Liping Yin , Adrian German 
 
Problem: 
 
There are four books on three shelves: LEFT MIDDLE and RIGHT. 
 
dgerman wants to move the books from LEFT to RIGHT one at a time. 
 
The restriction is no book should be placed on a smaller book EVER.  
 
dgerman says:  
 
  (a) first John (jkaefer) please help me move 3 books from LEFT to MIDDLE 
  (b) then I will move the remaining book myself from LEFT to RIGHT 
  (c) then Joel H (joehudso) please move the 3 books from MIDDLE to RIGHT 
 
  So jkaefer needs to move 3 books from LEFT to MIDDLE and he says:  
 
     (a) first Ms. Liping (lipyin) please move 2 books from LEFT to RIGHT 
     (b) then I, jkaefer, will move the bottom book from LEFT to MIDDLE  
     (c) then Eric (eschurr) please move the 2 books from RIGHT to MIDDLE 
 
     So lipyin needs to move 2 books from LEFT to RIGHT she does it this way: 
 
         move top book LEFT to MIDDLE 
         move bottom book LEFT to RIGHT 
         move book from MIDDLE to RIGHT 
 
     And she's done.  
 
     At this point jkaefer moves book from LEFT to MIDDLE and calls on Eric.  
 
     Eric needs to move 2 books from RIGHT to MIDDLE and he does it this way:  
 
         move top book RIGHT to LEFT 
         move bottom book RIGHT to MIDDLE 
         move book from LEFT to MIDDLE 
 
     And he's done and he tells John.  



 
     John realizes that he's done and he tells dgerman.  
 
  Now dgerman moves the one book he was planning to move from LEFT to RIGHT.  
 
  Then he calls on joehudso.   
      
  Now joehudso needs to move 3 books from MIDDLE to RIGHT and he says:  
 
     (a) first Ms. Aining (ainwang) please move 2 books from MIDDLE to LEFT 
     (b) then I, joehudso, will move the bottom book from MIDDLE to RIGHT  
     (c) then Daniel C (clarkdaa) please move the 2 books from LEFT to RIGHT 
 
     So ainwang needs move 2 books from MIDDLE to LEFT she does it this way: 
 
         move top book MIDDLE to RIGHT 
         move bottom book MIDDLE to LEFT 
         move book from RIGHT to LEFT 
 
     And she's done. She tells joehudso who thanks her for her service.  
 
     Then joehudso moves the book from MIDDLE to RIGHT and calls on Daniel C.  
 
     Daniel C needs to move 2 books from LEFT to RIGHT and does it this way:  
 
         move top book LEFT to MIDDLE 
         move bottom book LEFT to RIGHT 
         move book from MIDDLE to RIGHT 
 
     And he's done and he tells Joel H.  
 
     Joel H realizes that he too is done and he tells dgerman.  
 
  At this point dgerman calls the customer to turn in the product.  
 
  We're done. Here’s what happened:   

 


